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AGENDA
May 21, 2019

08:15 – 09:00
Registration

09:00 – 09:30
Welcoming & Introduction

Maruxa Cardama
Secretary General, Partnership on Sustainable, Low Carbon Transport (SLoCaT)

Mary Crass
Head of Institutional Relations and Summit, International Transport Forum (ITF)

Dr. Ingolf Dietrich
Director, German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ)

Ph. D. Regina Clewlow
CEO & co-Founder, Populus

09:45 – 10:55
Pitches & Pledges

City and Country Perspectives

Heather Thompson
CEO, Institute for Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP)

Gloria Hutt Hesse
Minister of Transport and Telecommunications, Chile

Ángela María Orozco Gómez
Minister of Transport, Colombia

Joe Ma
Deputy General Manager / Financial Controller Shenzhen Bus Group Ltd, China

Dr. Petra Beckefeld
Head of the Civil Engineering and Surveying Department of the City of Wiesbaden, Germany

Ricardo Debiazi Zomer
Coordinator at the Ministry of Economy, Brazil

10:55 – 11:25
Coffee Break

11:25 – 12:00
Interviews and Q&A

Manish Thakur
Joint Secretary to the Government of India at Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, India
TUMI
Transformative Urban Mobility Initiative

12:00 – 12:55

Pitches & Pledges

12:55 – 13:55

Provider and Manufacturer Perspectives

13:55 – 14:25

Group Picture & Lunch Break

14:25 – 15:35

Interviews and Q&A

15:35 – 16:00

Financing and Funder Perspectives

16:00 – 16:30

Coffee Break

16:30 – 17:45

Interviews and Q&A

17:45 – 18:15

TUMI Challenge Winner Ceremony

From 18:15

Reception

Marketplace

Innovation & Knowledge

- Federation Internationale de L'Automobile (FIA) Foundation
- anywhere.Berlin
- Greenpack
- Whereismytransport
- Evum Motors
- Institut de Recherche en Energie (IRESEN)
- European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
- Corporate Partnership Board of the International Transport Forum (ITF)
- Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH

Moderator

Stefanie Holzwarth
Associate Human Settlements Office, UN-Habitat

Thomas Tonger
Head of Product Planning and Management, Daimler Buses

Melinda Hanson
Senior Sustainability Officer, Bird

Mouad Boulakhbar
Founder SEnergyTek, Winner Moroccan Rally of Entrepreneurship 2017

Andrew Muturi Miller
CoFounder, Flux Motors

Filip Gardler
CoFounder, Flux Motors

Emma Steward
Director, Urban Efficiency & Climate, WRI Ross Center For Sustainable Cities

Dr Robert Guild
Director for Transport, ADB

Dr Nancy Vandycke
Program Manager, Sustainable Mobility for All Initiative, World Bank

Lisa Conibear
Business Manager, Shell Foundation

Rolf Huber
Managing Director, Siemens Stiftung

Barbara Schnell
Director for Sector Policy at KfW Development Bank

Filip Gardler
CoFounder, Flux Motors

Moderator

Filip Gardler
CoFounder, Flux Motors
LENA STILLER
Global Organizing Lead, TUMIVolt
lena.stiller@giz.de
+49152 90094410

LINUS PLATZER
Global Logistic Lead, TUMIVolt
linus.platzer@giz.de
+49152 9005 3987

FIND YOUR WAY
Our Venue

Messehaus, Room M4+M5 at Leipzig Messe

Registration at: Congress Center Leipzig

Directions: http://www.leipziger-messe.com/visitor/arrival/

TUMInitiative #TUMIVolt
www.transformative-mobility.org

CONTACT:

LENA STILLER
Global Organizing Lead, TUMIVolt
lena.stiller@giz.de
+49152 90094410

LINUS PLATZER
Global Logistic Lead, TUMIVolt
linus.platzer@giz.de
+49152 9005 3987

TUMIVolt - A new global market place for electric and digital mobility

Let’s bring together what belongs together! With the international high-level conference TUMIVolt, the Transformative Urban Mobility Initiative (TUMI) sets the stage: A new global market place for electric and digital mobility. On May 21, 2019 we connect you with mobility and energy providers, contractors, cities & urbanists, the public and private sector as well as investors and donors.
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